L-Angled Extension Plate (WC-LAE)

**Product:** WC-LAE, L-Angled Extension Plate

**Weight:** 10.0 oz. (0.25 kg)

**Set Includes:**
- One L-Angled Extension Plate
- Two ¼-28 x ½" Socket head cap screws

**Possible configurations:**
- A
- B
- C
- D
- E

**Scale 1:1**

- 2.625 inches (66.7mm)
- 90 degrees
- Through holes (x6)

- R .250 (x10) (6.35mm)
- 1.25in (38.1mm)
- 2.00 inches (50.8mm)
- 2.625 inches (66.7mm)

**Through holes (x6)**

**Threaded holes (x4)** (1/4-28)

**Possible configurations:**

- **Always** attach [through hole] to [threaded hole]. Minimum of two bolts to attach plate
- **Never** attach [threaded hole] to [threaded hole]. Can damage threads!

**Attaching under an armrest:**
- Permobil F5

**WC-LAE PLATE** being used to offset the solid wheelchair bracket (WB2) out from chair.

**Set Includes:**
- One L-Angled Extension Plate
- Two ¼-28 x ½" Socket head cap screws

**Always** attach [through hole] to [threaded hole]. Minimum of two bolts to attach plate

**Never** attach [threaded hole] to [threaded hole]. Can damage threads!
Wheelchair Attachment Overview

- Anchor to Chair
  - What you use will depend on what kind of chair frame you have.

  - Round tubing
  - Slide track
  - Hole-spacing
  - Tie-Down

- Optional Offset

- Wheelchair Bracket

All plates are considered ‘multi-use plates’ and can be configured, combined, and used in a variety of ways.